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This book seeks to address some of these difficulties and set out some new solutions. Pests, diseases and weeds eat, infiltrate and smother crops and grab their nutrients. If farmers stood back and let nature take its course, there would be insufficient food. They must do something. Pesticides are easy to use, although often costly for farmers. In addition, they frequently involve considerable costs to society in the form of public health and environmental costs. Alternatives often appear more difficult to implement, but are more sustainable in the long term. Their broad introduction, however, continues to face many challenges.

In this book this approach to IPM is sometimes called community-IPM, lowtoxicity IPM, ecological IPM or even just ecological pest management (EPM), implying that the approach is something more than just a reduction in pesticide use. Despite many positive national and international intentions and commitments, and even though less hazardous alternatives are often readily available, large quantities of undesirable pesticides continue to be used in many parts of the world. These include products with acute toxicity hazards or chronic health hazards. Some are persistent in the environment and/or disrupt ecosystem functioning.

This book explores the potential for the phasing out of hazardous pesticides and the phasing in of cost-effective alternatives already on the market. The priority criterion for phasing out is acute mammalian toxicity in view of the high incidence of farmer poisoning, especially in the tropics where protective clothing is not available or is too costly or uncomfortable to use. Other criteria include chronic health hazards and hazards to ecosystems. But such phasing out of undesirable products and the phasing in of new ones will need to be accompanied by supportive policy measures. Policy changes may include: the removal of subsidies on products scheduled for phase-out; taxation of products with high social costs; financial incentives to encourage local development and the production of new products; incentives to encourage partnerships between local producers in developing countries and producers of non-toxic products in Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries; a review of lists of registered pesticides; the establishment, monitoring and enforcement of maximum residue limits; and investment in farmer training through farmer field schools.
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Methodology and Technology for Power System GroundingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Grounding is the fundamental measures to ensure the safe operation of power systems, including power apparatus and control/monitoring systems, and guarantee the personal safety. Grounding technology is an interdiscipline involving electrical engineering, high voltage technology, electric safety, electromagnetics, numerical analysis, and...
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Principles of Computer Graphics: Theory and Practice Using OpenGL and Maya®Springer, 2005
to think about what it means. What is Computer Graphics? Simply defined, Computer Graphics (or CG) is the images generated or modified on a computer. These images may be visualizations of real data or imaginary depictions of a fantasy world.

The use of Computer Graphics effects in movies such as The Incredibles and games such as Myst...
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Sams Teach Yourself Drupal in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2009

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build powerful, easy-to-maintain websites with Drupal–fast! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll master every skill you’ll need, from organizing sites and using Drupal’s design themes to setting up search,...
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The AMA Handbook of Project ManagementAMACOM, 2005
This handbook provides a set of principles and processes for
those managers and professionals who want to enhance their
understanding of the theory and practice of project management.
Like all good handbooks, this is a comprehensive reference
source for practical how-to-do-it information. This handbook
also can be used in...
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Programming .Net Windows ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2003
With this tutorial, you will explore all aspects of using .NET Windows Forms class libraries and the associated programming tools in Visual Studio .NET, enabling you to build applications for the Windows 9x, Windows 2000 and Windows XP desktop platforms. Step-by-step, you'll learn ways to design applications that either function...
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The Science of Solar System Ices (Astrophysics and Space Science Library)Springer, 2012

	The role of laboratory research and simulations in advancing our understanding of solar system ices (including satellites, KBOs, comets, and giant planets) is becoming increasingly important. Understanding ice surface radiation processing, particle and radiation penetration depths, surface and subsurface chemistry, morphology, phases,...
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